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Irregular verbs: test 3 
 

Exercise 1. Fill in the missing forms. _____________________________ 
 

be was, were .....................    

beat ..................... beaten 

.....................  bit  bitten 

broadcast .....................  broadcast 

.....................  brought brought 

burn burnt ..................... 

can  .....................    

choose .....................  chosen 

.....................  cost cost 

do did ..................... 

dream .....................  dreamt 

drive drove ..................... 

.....................  fell fallen 

.....................  fed fed 

fight fought ..................... 

..................... flew flown 

freeze ..................... frozen 

give gave ..................... 

grow  .....................  grown 

have .....................  had 

..................... hid hidden 

hold held ..................... 

..................... kept kept 

.....................  led led 

leave left ..................... 

let .....................  let 

.....................  lost lost 

mean .....................  meant 

.....................  paid paid 

read read ..................... 
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Exercise 2. 

Complete the sentences with these verbs. Keep the same meaning.  _______ 

 

ring run see send win steal swim teach  

shoot shut spend   draw   speak wake up  
 
 

He closed the window and went to bed. 

He ................ the window and went to bed. 

I have worked as a teacher for three years. 

I .................................. for three years. 

The fish moved away from the bridge. 

The fish ................. away from the bridge. 

Who has made this picture? 

Who ..................................  this picture? 

The bell made a lof noise. 

The bell ............... very loudly.  

We talked to them last week. 

We ................. with them last week. 

Someone has killed the bird with a gun. 

Someone .................................. the bird. 

How long have you worked on it? 

How much time ............ you ............ on it? 

The dog came quickly to his master. 

The dog ................. to his master. 

She was the first in the race. 

She ................. the race. 

Has Joy opened her eyes? 

Has Joy .................................. ? 

They have taken it from the shop illegaly. 

They ................................. it from the shop. 

I posted the letter on Monday. 

I ................. the letter on Monday. 

I haven't met you for ages. 

I ............................................. you for ages. 
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